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FOR SALE 

MAD RIVER REVELATION ROYALEX CANOE 

with 

Northwater Expedition Spray Deck 
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FOR SALE 

MAD RIVER REVELATION ROYALEX CANOE 

REASON FOR SELLING 

Though I am sad to part ways with a canoe that kept us safe over a 2,200-mile trip 
on the Yukon River, from Bennett Lake, British Columbia, to St. Michael, Alaska, on 
the Bering Sea, I know that, at age 65, I will never do another, major expedition 
again.  That is what it was made for.  That is what it did. 

MANUFACTURER’S DESCRIPTION 

Our most versatile "big" canoe. Once described as the "Volvo ™ station wagon of 
canoes," the Revelation is a river-tripping loadmaster with good tracking, 
especially loaded. Versatile, durable and surprisingly maneuverable, this is the 
canoe when capacity is needed and conditions require maneuvering and a dry 
ride. 

 

Owner Owner/seller is the original owner 

Price $1,700, as outfitted 

TECHNICAL SPECS 

Length 17'-0" 

Rocker Moderate rocker with 3" 

Hull Configuration ▪ Symmetrical 
▪ Shallow V 

“The shallow-V is a Mad River Canoe trademark. It offers an 
outstanding combination of tracking, maneuverability, and 
seaworthiness-ideal in an all-around canoe. The concept is 
simple: Canoes that are underway on two opposing planes 
are more stable. It's like the wings of a soaring bird. The V-
shape is not at its most stable when at rest, but in moving 
water or heavy waves, it settles into its slot. The old Viking 
ships were V-hulled. This is the most versatile canoe design, 
and one of the most emulated.” 

6" Freeboard Capacity 1,200 lbs. 
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Average Weight w/ Vinyl gunwales – 78 lbs. 

Excluding weight for: 

▪ Kevlar skid plates; 
▪ Knee pads; and 
▪ Spray cover. 

Width 37.25" 

4" Waterline Width 34" 

Depth of Center 14" 

Bow Height 24" 

Stern Height 23" 

Color Cherry 

Materials Hull Material: Royalex® 

The gold standard for rugged all-around canoes. Royalex® 
sheets are custom-made in a process that combines sheets 
of vinyl, ABS, and foam and then vulcanizes them together. 
The Royalex® sheet is then thermo-formed (with heat and 
vacuum) in a mold to create a hull with outstanding 
strength, internal flotation and a tough and slippery vinyl 
skin. It is lighter than roto-molded polyethylene, far quieter 
and "warmer" than aluminum, and virtually maintenance 
free.  

Mad River placed more reinforcing material into its 
Royalex® for a more durable canoes and offered a lifetime 
warranty to original purchasers. 
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FEATURES 

Spray Cover Northwater Expedition Spray Deck: 

▪ Tandem One Piece 
1. Current pricing: $842.95 CAD // $635 USD +/- 
2. Received minimal use. 

▪ Fit to the exact dimensions of the Mad River 
Revelation 

▪ Represents critical gear for a canoe expedition 

Saved the lives of the owners when waves broke over the 
gunnels at the “Head of the Passes” on our expedition on 
the Yukon River 

Gunwales Vinyl gunwales 

“An extruded vinyl sheath with 6063-T5 aluminum inserts, 
these gunwales rival wood for strength and require no 
special care or maintenance. They are very durable but are 
not as easy to repair in the field as wood.” 

Knee Pads Yes - Professionally installed 

Kevlar Skid Plates Yes – Professionally installed 

Care Always: 

▪ stored indoors 
▪ used Royalex paint to hull, following Yukon River 

Expedition 
▪ used and applied 303 Protectant to hull 
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OTHER 

Comment by an On-line Reviewer:  

For sure, it's not a playboat but you can run considerable whitewater, sometimes 
above class III.  The rocker and the high-volume ends make this the driest touring 
boat I ever paddled.  I paddled white water on the Athabasca River at flood in this 
canoe and it ran through waves above 6'.  The rocker also makes it excellent in 
technical whitewater...  

When doing backferries in class III whitewater, the boat takes water mostly in the 
middle part, due to the center depth, being not extreme.  The role of a very dry 
running canoe also comes to play when you have to face extreme conditions on 
big lakes.  The Revelation is very stable in high waves and will not take over too 
much water.  When this canoe reaches its limit, you can be sure that you also do.  
To put it in another way, this boat will face everything but the most violent 
weather conditions.  This can be an advantage when you want to do long trips in 
remote regions.  You will not be able to go on very fast when strong winds come 
up but you are able to paddle.  Other canoes reach the limit a good deal earlier 
than this one.  

The boat has another major disadvantage, its weight ... So, portaging is definitely 
no fun... If you will encounter long portages and not too much whitewater, this 
boat is not the right choice, but for long trips, with whitewater and extreme 
weather conditions it is an excellent choice. 

 


